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THE GREAT INDIAN KINGDOMS WHICH NEVER GOT A 

SIGNIFICANT PLACE IN OUR SCHOOL HISTORY BOOKS 

first by Muslim govt. then by British Christian govt. and now by 

ANTI HINDUU congress govt. ------ 
Thanks much Sri Tuli Yashvir. It is a treat to the eyes to see the constructions of India's great. And the 

narrative is heartwarming too.  

 

However, sought by detractors to cover the chapters of history of India's golden ages, they still remain vividly 

in memory of many of our people. Hence even though streets in Delhi are named after Auranbazeb, it is 

Krishna Deva Raya who is remembered and celebrated in Andhra. Stories of Vikramaditya or King Bhoja 

catch the imagination of our children. Hope the new government will proceed steadfast in teaching the great 

Indian kingdoms, how they stood as bulwarks of freedom and civilization, to inspire students to create history 

likewise, rather than telling lies about lovers of architecture, Mohd Gazni or lovers of art like Shajahan .  

 

Shouts of saffronization should not deter telling the truth about India to children of India. Who knows, they 

can even bring out even more wonderful things than during the unfettered past. 

 

Best wishes, 

                                                                                    G V Chelvapilla 
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The Great Indian Kingdoms Which Never 

Got A Significant Place In Our School 

History Books. 

  

All we ever studied in our history books was all about the glorified history of a very few 

kingdoms like Mughal Dynasty, Mysore Dynasty and the Delhi Sultanates. 

 

 

In this article we are trying to bring out the real legacy of Indian Kings and dynasties 

under whom India progressed and flourished as a cultural, spiritual and social nation. 



1. PALLAVA DYNASTY. 

 
SourceFlickr 
The Pallavas ruled the area of Andhra pradesh, Tamilnadu and Karnataka from 275 BCE to 882 

BCE with Kanchipuram as their capital. 

They are famous for their architectural work with rocks which produced marvels like the 

Mahabalipuram temple and creating the modern form Brahmi script which influenced the genesis 

of almost all Southeast Asian scripts. 

Thailand, Indonasia, Burma and other Southeast Asian Scripts are evolved from Brahmi script 

which was the Pallavas creation. 

2. THE MARATHA EMPIRE. 

 
Sourcehttp://iyadav.com/ 
The Marathas were a Hindu warrior group who established an empire that existed from 1674 to 

1818 in the present-day Maharashtra that rose to prominence by establishing ‘Hindavi Swarajya’. 

They are mainly credited for ending the Mughal rule in India. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jram23/5657621839/in/photolist-9BWMS8-545tY5-545zdo-53XYfJ-52Mr5n-53CXtB-duvFb8-duvHJR-duBhoq-duBhVG-duvHf8-duBh8E-duvG7x-duBjXb-duvJ7x-duvL8c-dNZDFa-6vA2Y2-dJZaiV-duvLHa-duvKNZ-duBqUb-duvNWc-duvQ3i-duBrsm-duBp8U-duBnM3-duBqff-duBkhU-duBmWG-duBohh-dJWMpg-dK5vfU-8TYdGm-53s91G-53XZHE-duBoJU-dKord3-53nTsr-541kvH-53H9bq-ackGaR-53XV4U-52uR87-53TG8T-dKcYJV-6vA1AT-6vE9hL-541dJD-54169H
http://iyadav.com/yadav-legends/chatrapati-shivaji/


 
Sourcewikipedia 
They ruled almost the whole India with an exception of Andhra and Tamilnadu and a part of 

kerala. They are known to be fierce warriors of small stature who are said to be devoted Hindus 

and never ate meat. Thanjavur was their capital. 

Some of the famous rulers include Chathrapathi Sivaji, Baji Rao 1 and Rajaram Chhatrapati. 

3. VIJAYANAGARA EMPIRE. 

 
Source 
The Vijayanagara Empire lasted for 3 centuries from 1336 to 1660 before losing it to the Deccan 

sultanates. This period is said to be the golden period for the Telugu and Kannada cultures as 

they have established many monuments across South India and enabled fine arts and literature to 

reach new heights in Kannada,Telugu, Tamil and Sanskrit, while Carnatic music evolved into its 

current form. They ruled the whole south India with Vijayanagara as their capital city. 

 

Srikrishna Devaraya was the famous king of Vijayanagara samrajya. He was a devotee of Lord 

Venkateshwara and the Diamonds and Gold we see on lord Balaji in Tirumala are mostly his 

donations. It was known that Vijayanagara kingdom was equal to the rule of Lord Sri ram where 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maratha_Empire#/media/File:India_18th_century.JPG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vijayanagara_Empire#/media/File:Vijayanagara-empire-map.svg


people where happy and prosperous. He was called as “Kannada Rajya Rama Ramana” (Lord of 

the Kannada empire) and Andhra Bhoja.  

4. KINGDOM OF KOCHIN. 

 
Sourcewikipedia 
This Kingdom lasted for 7 centuries from early 1200s to 1947 surviving every foreign invasion. 

They are said to be excellent negotiators and tacticians. They formed relations with all their 

surrounding kingdoms and played their cards wisely. Their capital changed over time but they 

mainly ruled in the areas surrounding Kochin. 

5. KAKATIYA DYNASTY. 

  

 
Sourceexploretelangana.com 
The Kakatiyas ruled from 1083 to 1323 with orugallu (Warangal) as their capital extending to 

the whole of Andhra along with a part of Telangana, Karnataka and Tamilnadu. The kakatiya 

kings are said to be given low importance to Caste system as a social identifier, anyone, 

regardless of birth, could use the nayakatitle to denote warrior status and the inscriptions suggest 

that people were not bound to an occupation by birth. This helped them flourish in war and arts 

alike. Agriculture was encouraged and many tribal people who previously had been nomadic 

settled as farmers and remained loyal to the Dynasty. 

 

The Warangal Fort, Thousand Pillar temple and the famous Kakatiya Toranam stand as an 

epitome of the kakatiya legacy. 

 

Rani Rudramadevi, the famous queen of the Kakatiya dynasty set path for the Women to lead 

kingdoms in India as early as 12th century. 

6. GAJAPATHI KINGDOM. 

 
SourceFlickr 
The Gajapatis were a medieval Hindu dynastythat ruled over Kalinga (the present day Odisha), 

large parts of Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal, and the eastern and central parts of Madhya 

Pradesh and the southern parts of Bihar from 1434-1541. They were claimed to be 

descended from the Surya Vamsha (Sun Dyanasy) of the Mahabharata. 

 

“Gaja” in Oriya means elephant and “Pati” means master. As such, Gajapati etymologically 

means a king with an army of elephants. The literature Oriya flourished during this period and 

there have also been a merging of Oriyan, Telugu and Kannada cultures. 

 

They ruled from Mukhalingam of Srikakulam district of Andhra Pradesh and later moved their 

Capital to Cuttack. Religious leader Ramanujacharya had a great influence on the Raja Choda 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_King_of_Cochin_riding_on_an_Elephant%2c_attended_by_his_Nairs.jpg
http://www.exploretelangana.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Kakatiya-Rulers-exploretelangana.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/achillifamily/13909967711/in/photolist-jH6wwe-emEYna-pQGsiM-en5VqL-en5SCj-92Kftc-emEWtr-emEM18-emF51F-cb8LYQ-4kQkqT-ncbdSk-ncbdMv-ncbdMF-bdPgcT-bdPfQ6-bdPfup-bdPe6V-bdPf6a-bdPeNe-bdPewK-bdPdMp-bdPdi6-bdPcQK-bdPcx4-qhw4Hi-bdPc4R-bdPbDM-bdPbdX-bdPaH2-bdPacZ-bdP9VD-bdP9Aa-bdP9eP-bdP8V4-bdP8wt-bdP85P-bdP7AX-bdP7dr-bdP6Sv-bdP6oV-bdP626-bdP5z6-bdP5br-bdP4MR-bdP4rt-pyWGA8-cCVWBj-pQJ3LA


Ganga Deva, who renovated the Puri Jagannath Temple and another king from the 

dynasty, Narasimha Deva built the Sun Temple at Konark which are both Archaeological 

wonders. 

7. THE PANDYAS. 

 

The Pandyan dynasty was an ancient Tamil dynasty, one of the three Tamil dynasties, the other 

two being the Chola and the Chera. 

 

No other dynasty in the world has ruled more duration than the Pandyas, if you refer ancient 

Mahabharata text you can see the name of Pandya King and they have survived till the early 

British conquest. 

 

Pandyas were experts in water management, agriculture (mostly near river banks) and fisheries 

and they were eminent sailors and sea traders too. They controlled the pearl fisheries along the 

South Indian coast, between Sri Lanka and India, which produced some of the finest pearls in the 

known ancient world. 

8. THE CHOLA DYNASTY. 

 

The Chola dynasty was one of the longest-ruling dynasties in the history of southern India 

spanning between 300s BCE–1279 CE. 

Together with the Chera and Pandya dynasties, the Cholas formed the three main Tamil 

dynasties of Iron Age India, who were collectively known as the Three Crowned Kings. 

They mainly ruled the area between the Kaveri and Tungabhadra rivers. Their rule extended out 

of india when they successfully invaded cities of Srivijaya in Malaysia, Indonesia and Southern 

Thailand. 

  

9. SATAVAHANA KINGDOM.  



 
The Satavahana Empire also known as Andhra kingdom was an Indian dynasty based from 

Amaravati in Andhra Pradesh which is now back as Capital of Andhra Pradesh State. This 

dynasty extended to Junnar and Prathisthan in Maharashtra during the later years. 

 

The territory of the empire covered much of India from 230 BCE onward. History suggests that 

it lasted about 450 years from 230 BCE to 22- CE. 

The Satavahanas are credited for establishing peace in the country, resisting the onslaught of 

foreigners after the decline of Mauryan Empire. 

  



10. HOYSALA EMPIRE. 

 

The Hoysala empire was a prominent Southern Indian Kannadiga empire that ruled most of the 

modern-day state of Karnataka between the 10th and the 14th centuries. The capital of the 

Hoysalas was initially located at Belur but was later moved to Halebidu. 

 

The empire is remembered today primarily for its temple architecture. Over a hundred surviving 

temples are scattered across Karnataka, including the well-known Chennakesava Temple at 

Belur, the Hoysaleswara Temple at Halebidu, and the Kesava Temple at Somanathapura. The 

Hoysala rulers also patronised the fine arts, encouraging literature to flourish in Kannada and 

Sanskrit. 

11. MAGADHA KINGDOM. 

 
Magadha was a kingdom which existed right from by Vedic period. It was born from the Gupta 

Kingdom and as the story goes, the kingdom was founded by King Jarasandha with Rajgir of 

Bihar as the capital. 



 

Later Jarasandha was killed by Bheema in a wrestling duel and Pataliputra (Patna) was choosen 

as the new capital of this kingdom during the start of Kali Yuga. In the later years this kingdom 

transitioned into the celebrated Mauryan Empire that spanned almost whole of India. 

12. THE CHALUKYAS. 

 
The Chalukya dynasty was an Indian royal dynasty that ruled large parts of southern and central 

India between the 6th and the 12th centuries. 

They had their capital in 3 cities namely Badami and Kalyani of Karnataka and Vengi on the 

river of Godavari. This marks the first time a Southern India based kingdom took control and 

consolidated the entire region between the Kaveri and the Narmada rivers. 

The rise of this empire saw the birth of efficient administration, overseas trade and commerce 

and the development of new style of architecture called “Chalukyan architecture”. The Kannada 

and Telugu literature flourished during their reign. 



13. THE MAURYAS. 

 

The Maurya dynasty was the superpower of the Iron Age India which existed between 320 BC 

to 185 BC. It was founded by Chandragupta Maurya in pataliputra and later extended to 

Afghanistan. 

 

During the rule of Ashoka, the Great the kingdom managed to conquer the whole Indian sub-

continent and rule it as one dynasty. They were credited as the only people who could defeat 

King Alexander the Great. The Jain and Buddhist cultures flourished during this Kingdom. 

  

14. THE RAJPUTS. 

 
Sourcearoundtheglobe.com 
The Rajputs are a ancient dynasty that ruled a vast area of the subcontinent, which 

includes western, central, northern India and current eastern Pakistan. 

 

They seem to have risen to prominence from the late 6th century CE and governed the the 

country with Rajastan as their base. 

 

They are credited as one of the very few dynasties who were unmoved from their capital by the 

Muslim sultanate. 

  

15. THE NANDA DYNASTY. 

 

The Nanda dynasty originated from the region of Magadha in ancient India during the 4th 

century BC and lasted between 345–321 BCE. At its greatest extent, the empire ruled by the 

Nanda Dynasty extended from Bengal in the east, to Punjab in the west and as far south as the 

Vindhya mountains. 

 

The rulers of this dynasty were famed for the great wealth which they accumulated. The Nanda 

Empire was later conquered by Chandragupta Maurya, who founded the Maurya Empire. 

The Nandas are described as the first empire builders in the recorded history of India. They 

inherited the large kingdom of Magadha and expanded it to yet more distant frontiers. To achieve 

this objective, they built a vast army, consisting of 200,000 infantry, 20,000 cavalry, 2,000 war 

chariots and 3,000 war elephants. 

16. THE GUPTAS. 

 

http://arounddeglobe.com/mehrangarh-fort-indias-best-preserved-fortress/


The Gupta Empire which existed at its zenith from approximately 320 to 550 CE and covered 

much of the Indian Subcontinent. This period is called the Golden Age of India and was marked 

by extensive inventions and discoveries in science, technology, engineering, art, dialectic, 

literature, logic, mathematics, astronomy, religion, and philosophy that crystallized the elements 

of Hindu culture. 

 

Chandra Gupta I, Samudra Gupta, and Chandra Gupta II were the most notable rulers of the 

Gupta dynasty. The Gupta period produced scholars such as Kalidasa, Aryabhata, Varahamihira, 

Vishnu Sharma and Vatsyayana who made great advancements in many academic fields. 

 

Vatsayana of this kingdom wrote the world famous “Kama Sutra “. One of the greatest 

inventions ever” 0 “was invented by Aryabhata in their period as Shoonya. Imagine world 

without it now.! 
 

 

 


